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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Let A be a central simple algebra over k. 
If the group Ax of invertible elements of A contains a finite subgroup G such 
that A is spanned by G with coefficients in k, i.e., A = {CIEG a,g; a, E k}, 
then A is called a Schur algebra over k. It is easy to see that A is a Schur 
algebra over k if and only if A is a simple component of the group algebra 
k[H] for some finite group H. The Schur subgroup S(k) of the Brauer group 
Br(k) consists of those algebra classes which contain a Schur algebra. Let p be 
a prime number and Q, the field of rational p-adic numbers. When p is odd 
and k is a cyclotomic extension of Q, , the Schur subgroup S(k) was completely 
determined by the author [3, Theorem 11. Namely, if b is the tame ramification 
index of the extension k/Q,, then S(k) is the subgroup of Br(k) of order 
(p - 1)/b. In other words, S(k) consists of those algebra classes whose 
(Hasse) invariants are of the form z/((p - 1)/b), z being an integer. In that 
paper, we have also given a useful formula of index of a cyclotomic algebra 
over k. In fact, by making use of that formula, we have determined Schur 
subgroups of several cyclotomic extensions of Q, the rational numbers (e.g., 
[4, 5, 71). If p = 2 and k is a cyclotomic extension of Qs , the rational 2-adic 
numbers, then the Witt’s result [8, Satz 1 l] implies that either S(k) = 1 or 
S(k) is the subgroup of Br(k) of order 2. In other words, the Schur index 
ma,(x) over Qs is 1 or 2 for any irreducible character x of a finite group G. 
So we face the question: For what field k, S(k) = 1, and for what field k, 
S(k) # 1 ? That is, given any k 3 Q2 , we must determine whether there 
exists a Schur algebra over k with invariant g or not. In the previous paper [6] 
we settled this problem completely. Its method of proof was as follows: If M 
denotes the minimal cyclotomic field over Qa containing k, then a cyclotomic 
algebra @I, Q&,)/k) over k, 5, being a primitive mth root of unity for some 
integer m 3 0 (mod 4), is similar to a cyclotomic algebra of the form (01, L/k), 
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where L is the maximal unramified extension of M(&) in Qp(&,J. And a 
necessary and sufficient condition for S(k) = 1 was given in terms of the 
inertia group of M(&)/k, noticing also that if k(&J/k is unramified, then 
S(k) = 1. 
The purpose of the present paper is to give different and more intrinsic 
proof of the result. Our method is so advantageous that it yields, as a by- 
product, a formula for invariant of a cyclotomic algebra and leads to the 
following simple statement, which is equivalent to [6, Theorem I]. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let k be a cyclotomic extension of Qz . If there exists a 
root of unity 5 such that Q2([) 3 k and that the inertia group of Q2([)/k is not 
cyclic, then S(k) is the sz@roup of Br(k) of order 2. Otherwise, S(k) = 1 
(i.e., if the inertia group of Q2({)/k ’ ES c c EC y 1’ f OY any root of unity 5 such that 
Q&) 3 k, then S(k) = 1). 
One of the crucial points of proof is to consider an extension K of Q2(cm) r) k 
such that there exists a Frobenius automorphism of K/k whose order is 
precisely the residue class degree of K/k. This was exactly one of the points 
in [3] (for an odd prime p), and forms a contrast to the previous paper [6], 
where we considered a subfield L of Q.J[,,J. In addition, we need detailed 
calculation of factor sets (Zcocycles). 
In the main theorem, S(k) is determined by the inertia groups of extensions 
Qa([) of k. We have a similar statement for an odd primep, which is equivalent 
to [3, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p be an odd prime and k a cyclotomic extension of Q, . 
Let Q,(t) be any cyclotomic field containing k and c be the tam-e ramification 
index of Q,([)/k. Then S(k) is the subgroup of Br(k) of order c. 
Remark. c = (p - 1)/b, where b is, as before, the tame ramification 
index of k/Q2 . 
Finally we mention that our formula for invariant (or index) of a cyclotomic 
algebra (8, Q&mYk) is useful to study Schur subgroups of algebraic number 
fields, as in the case of an odd prime p. 
Notation. Let K be a finite Galois extension of a field k 1 Q, . Then 
B(K/k) is the Galois group of K over k. For an element x E K, NKIfi(x) is the 
norm of x over k. For (T E S(K/k), x0 = U(X) is the image of x by u. As usual, 
the two-cohomology group P(9(K/k), KX) is simply denoted by H*(K/k). 
Let (Y be a factor set (two-cocycle) of ?Y(K/k) with values in KX. Then the 
element of EP(K/k) determined by 01 is also denoted by 0~. fKlk (resp. e,,,) 
denotes the residue class degree (resp. the ramification index) of K/k. l z(K) 
(resp. E’(K)) is the group consisting of roots of unity in K whose orders are 
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powers of 2 (resp. relatively prime to 2). For a finite group G, 1 G 1 is the 
order of G. (a, b ,...) is the group generated by a, b ,... . For a positive integer n, 
5, is a primitive nth root of unity. If A is a central simple algebra over k, 
then inv&l) denotes its (Hasse) invariant. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the rest of the paper k denotes a cyclotomic extension of Qs , i.e., 
k is a subfield of the cyclotomic field Q&&J for some integer m. If m = 2*m’, 
(2, m’) = 1, and u is the least positive integer such that 2” = 1 (mod m’), 
then Qs([,J = Qs(Js” , {,), where I = 2” - 1 and a = fo~~),o,. Let B be a 
cyclotomic algebra over k: 
B = (/I, k(J)/k) = c k(I;)q, (direct sum), 04 = 11, 
.& 
u,u, = /3(u, T)U, , 243 = X%, (x E 43, 
(2.1) 
where 4 is a root of unity, 9 = 9(k(<)/k), and fl is a factor set of k(lJ/k such 
that the values of /3 are roots of unity in k(t). It follows from the Brauer-Witt 
theorem that the Schur subgroup S(k) consists exactly of those algebra classes 
that contain a cyclotomic algebra over k. Let L = Qs(<‘) be a cyclotomic field 
containing k(t), 5’ being some root of unity. Let Inf denote the inflation map 
from EP(k(<)/k) into H2(L/k). Then B N (Inf@?), L/k). Thus we always 
assume that any cyclotomic algebra B over k is of the form: 
B=(B,W) = c Lu,, L = Qa(5, , 5,)s (% = 1)s (2.2) 
o6%L/k) 
I = 2”- 1, a =fLIo,* n being some integer 20. (2.3) 
Ifn<l, thenB N k, because the extension L/k is unramified and the factor 
set /I consists of roots of unity. Hence we always assume n > 2. 
Let To denote the inertia group ofL/Q2. Then 
T,, = (0) x <c), B2”-’ = b2 = 1, (2.4) 
A Frobenius automorphism f of L/Q2 is given by 
(2.5) 
We have 
5: = 5,2, eg = 1, - (2.6) 
%5/Q,) = (e> x (0 x (0. (2.7) 
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The subgroups of TO are classified into three types: 
(0 G@> x <G, (A = 0, l,..., ?z - 2), 
(fi) <w, (A = 0, l,..., n - 2), 
(iii) (L~F), (v = 0, l,..., n - 3). 
(Type (i) is the “noncyclic” case. If n = 2, then 8 = 1, T,, = (L), and hence 
the type (iii) does not arise.) Let T denote the inertia group of L/k. Then 
T = TO n Y(L/k), so T belongs to one of the above three types. 
Here we will review a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Yamada[3]). Let p be u prime. Let A 3 K be Jinite extensions 
of the p-adic numbers Q, such that R/K is normal. Set e = eAIK, f = fAIK. 
Let I be a natural number divisible by ef = [A : K] and let Q be the unramijied 
extension of K of degree 2. Set A’ = fi - 9. Then e,‘jK = e and fiillK = z. 
Furthermore, there is a totally ramified extension F of K in A’ of degree e so that 
F . $2 = A’ and F n 52 = K. That is, there exists a Frobenius automotphism 
4 of A’/K of order z. The inertia group of A’/K is canonically isomorphic to 
that of A/K. 
Proof. (The reader should refer [3, p. 3021). Since an unramified 
extension is uniquely determined by its degree, it follows that [Q n A : K] = f .  
Hence A’ = A * 0 is normal over K of degree ze, A’/sZ is totally ramified 
of degree e, and A’/A is unramified of degree z/f. Set S(A’/K) = G, 
S(A’/A) = H, and S(A’/J2) = H1 . Then H n HI = 1, / G/H 1 = ef, and 
) G/H, 1 = z. This implies that for any element u of G, a*H = (uH)” = H, 
OZH, = (UH,)” = HI, and hence uz belongs to H n 2X1 = 1, i.e., uz = 1. 
The assertions of the lemma easily follow. 
We apply Lemma 2.1 to the extension L/k. Put 
e = eLlk ) f  = fL,k ) f’ = ef, f” = fkl0,. (2.8) 
Denote by Ica the unramified extension of k of degree f’ and set L’ = L * Sz. 
Then 
L’ = Q&n , t,,), r’ = zae - 1, (2.9) 
f’ =fL’lk, fL’,Q, = ae =f’f”, a =ff”- (2.10) 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a totally ramified extension F 
of k of degree e such that F -8 = L’, F n Q = k, and 3’(L’/f2) is canonically 
isomorphic to T, the inertia group of L/k. We can describe the circumstances 
more explicitly. We may obviously write 
W'IQJ = @> x (0 x <I'>, (2.11) 
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where 0 and L are defined by (2.5) with modification of $ = & = [,I , and 
where E’ is defined by $ = 5:. , i$, = czn . Let T’ denote the inertia group 
ofL’/k. Then we can identify T’with T. Namely, if T = (PA) x (L) C S(L/k), 
then T’ = (82’) x (5) C %(L’/k). Also, if T = (13~‘) (resp. T = (8’)) C 
S&/k), then T’ = (e2’) (resp. T’ = (Le2”)) C g(L’/k). Let 7 be a Frobenius 
automorphism of L/k. Regarding 7 as an automorphism of L/Q2, we can write 
rl = .ye=p (o~x~2~-a-l;y=o,1) (2.12) 
for some integers x,y, (f” =fkloz). Since [L : k] = ef = f’, we have qf’ = 1, 
i.e., (f”f’ = fw = ,yf’ = 1. put 
+ = (5’)f”&v’ E S(L’/k). (2.13) 
It is easy to see that 4 is a Frobenius automorphism of L’/k, 4 1 L = r], i.e., 
(b(S) = q(S) for any 6 EL, and q5j’ = I, (f’ = fLelk). Hence 
9(L’/k) = T’ x (cj), (V’ = 1). (2.14) 
Let Inf denote the inflation map from H2(L/k) into H2(L’/k) and put 
8’ = InfQ3). Then 
B N B’ = (/3’, L’/k) = c L’v, , 
009 
V& = 8’(u, +t?, , t&h = hwo (A EL’), 
(2.15) 
where u, 7 E 3’ = g(L’/k). It follows from the definition of inflation map that 
B’(Tcp, T’rp’) = jl(TTj”, T’?f) (2.16) 
for any 7, 7’ E T’ = T and v, ~‘(0 < , v, v’ <f’ - 1). Hence, if the order 
of 7 is d, then 
v v v-%$ = ,k?‘(T, 4)/p@, T) = ,8(T, q)/f+), T) = U,UnU;lU;;l, 767 (2.17) 
VT ’ = p(T, T) p(T2, T) ‘*’ fi(Td-l, T) = tlTd, (2.18) 
4 = 8’($, 4) 8’(+2> 4) *** B’(+j’-l, 9) 
= Bh 7) /+I”> 71) *** B(P, 49 (Vl = 1). (2.19) 
Here we note that for an element u of B(L’/k) whose order is h, voh is a root 
of unity in L C L’ and (v,,hp = v,,~, because /3’ = Inf(/3), v h = 
/3’(0, u)/3’(a2, u) ... /?‘(u~--l, a), and (voh)o = v~v,,%;’ = v,,h. Let E (resi. F) 
be the subfield of L’ over k corresponding to T’(resp. (4)) in the sense of 
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Galois theory. Then E . F = L’, E n F = k, T’ = B(L’/E) N g(F/k), and 
(#) = S(L’/F) N S(E/k). It follows from (2.15) that 
I'-1 
B = (/3, L/k) - B’ = (/3’, L’/k) = 1 c E - Fv,et,*. 
re?-’ “==O 
(2.20) 
If v,v6 = v6vT for any T E T’, then 
B’ = [&%I - [+J] 
= (13’ I T’, F/k) Ok (6 Elk, 41, (2.21) 
because each element of E (resp. F) commutes with every T E T’ (resp. C). 
Meanwhile we have 
B(u, T) = +, 7) * r(u, 7) (0, 7 E %W))> 
a(‘=, T) E (t-p> = Q(L), I’@, T) E (5,) = E’(L)~ 
0% L/k) - (01, L/k) Ok (x L/k). 
It follows from the following result that (y, L/k) - k, so 
(8, L/k) - 6, L/k). 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Witt [8, pp. 242-2431). Let B = &L/k) be a cyclotomic 
algebra over k defined by (2.2), (2.3), and such that p(u, T) E (5,) = E’(L). 
Then, B - k. 
Proof. We will use the same notation as before. Recall that e = eLlk = 
eL’lk , f =fLlk y f’ = ef = fL’lk , f” = fkl0, , E’(C) = (td-1>, s’(k) = (t,~>, 
where q = 2f”, q’ = q’. Suppose first that the inertia group T of L/k is 
“cyclic,” i.e., T = (T), where either 7 = e2” or ~82’. We note that I!$,-, = 
<i,-l , grhl = t;,,-r . By (2.17), (2.19), and (2.20) we have 
e-1 f'-1 
B N B’ = (p’, L//k) = c C E - FvJv,j, 
i+l j=O 
v7v* = i$-p*y , 6 = g-1 2 (5,~, = p&l) /(q--l)) 
for some integers b, p. From the relation [4, (1 .l l)] (see also [9, III, Section 81) 
it follows that 
1 = (pl)'--l = (p-,)l+m+...+d-' 
= (pb&l+~+."+d-l = pw~l,/c+u = .pml. (2.26) 
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Hence (4 - 1)j b, and so there exists an integer X satisfying (q - 1)X = 6 
(mod q’ - 1). Set w, = [$-r~~ , Then 
so we have 
e-1 f’-1 
B’= c c E.Fw:vJ 
i=o ho 
= (w,“, F/k 4 Or (d, E/k, $1, 
w c = 5&v;, 7 $’ E +) = <t&-J. 
Note that E’(QJ = {I} and NkloB(&-J E c’(Qs), so Nklop(~,-,) = 1. Since 
the index of the cyclic algebra (w, e F/k, r) is equal to the order of the norm , 
residue symbol (w,“, F/k) = (NalQp(w7e), F/QJ = (1, F/Q,) = 1 E W,F/QJ, 
it follows that (w,“, F/k, T) N k. Similarly, (vi’ , E/k, 4) N k, and hence 
BwB’wk. 
Suppose next that T = (T) x <I), 7 = PA. Then S(L’/k) = (7) x 
(L) x m @ = c2 = #f’ = 1. Let E, Fl , F, be the subfields of I,’ over k 
corresponding to (7) x (L), (I) x (c#), (T) x (4) respectively in the sense 
of Galois theory. Then S(E/k) N ($), 9(F,/k) N (r), g(F2/k) N (I). It 
follows from (2.17)-(2.20) that 
e12-1 1 f’-1 
B - B’ = z. z. F. E4F2vriv,%d’> (2.27) 
where b, b’, b”, p, p’ are certain integers. As before (cf. (2.26)), it follows 
from the relation [4, (1.1 I)] that 
1 = (p&-l = (p-l)l+m+***+d”-l = pel ) 
1 = (p&l = (p;wl)l+d+‘**+d’- = ,yl , 
1 = (p;-;:_,y-’ = ($.y+‘ = y; . 
Hence we have (q - I)1 b, (q - l)/ b’, (q’ - I)1 b”, ((2, q’ - 1) = l), 
so v,v, = V~V, , and there exist integers X, X’ satisfying (4 - 1)X = b 
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(mod q’ - l), (q - 1)X’ = b’ (modq’ - l).Setw, = [s-1~,,~, = [,X:_lv,. 
Then 
Hence we have 
c/2-1 1 f-1 
B’ = c c 1 EF~F2w,‘w~vdy 
i-0 5-O v-0 
= (w”,“, F,/k, 4 0, (w,~, F,Ik, 4 0, <c, Elk, +I, 
where wff2, wCz, 4’ lie in c’(k) = (5,-r). Thus the same argument as before 
yields that all the above cyclic algebras are similar to K, and hence B N B’ N k. 
Proposition 2.2 is established. 
We will frequently use the following well known fact. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let m be apositive integer. Write m = 2cm’, c >, 0, (2, m’) = 1. 
Then 5” 3 1 (mod 2c+2), 5” f 1 (mod 29, i.e., 5” - 1 is exactly divisible 
by 2c+4. 
Proof. See, for instance, [I, Sections 4 and 51. 
3. INVARIANT OF A CYCLOTOMIC ALGEBRA, I 
We keep the notation of Section 2. First, we will prove that if the inertia 
group T of L/K is either of type (ii) or (iii), then B = (/3, L/k) N k. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B = (8, L/k) b e a cyclotomic algebra over k defined by 
(2.2) and (2.3). Let T denote the inertia group of L/k. If T = (e”“) (0 < X < 
n - 2), or if T = (tea’) (0 < Y < n - 3), then inv,(B) = 0 (mod 1). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 we may assume p(a, u’) E (t2”) = c2(L) for any 
u, (I’ E S(L/k). 
(I) The case T’ N T = (PA), (0 <A < n- 2). Then e = eLall = 
eLlk = 2n-2-A. Set 7 = 82’, (T” = 1). By (2.20) we have 
s-l I'-1 
B m B’ = c C EFv,‘vJ (vl = 1). 
i-0 j-0 
(3.1) 
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Let /3(7,7j)/&, 7) = 8’(T, (b>/B’(A 7) = Gin , So 
BY @.W, vTe lies in ([an). Since v,v,%;’ = vTe and 
divisible by 2A+2, it follows easily that 
v e = E;;A+a , 7 c being some integer. 
(3.2) 
1 is exactly 
(3.3) 
Suppose first thaty = 1 in (2.12) or (2.13), so 4 = (~)f”&. By the relation 
[4, (1.1111 we have 
5 CA 2h+e = (pA+*)d-l = 5F-$(l+r+..'+T"-1) = gs, (3.4) 
A=--5x-- 1, s = I + 52” + **+ + 5@@-i) = (5”-” - 1)/(52^ - 1). (3.5) 
S (resp. A) is exactly divisible by 2n-2-A (resp. 2). By (3.4) we conclude that 
2 ] b. Let Y be an integer satisfying AY = b (mod 29. (Since (2, A/2) = 1 
and 2 1 b, such an integer Y does exist.) Set w, = &$vu, . Then 
v*w7 = c&:x=-bv7v* = z;,‘lu7v* = w7v4 . 
It follows from (3.1) that 
e-l f'-l 
B N B’ = c c EFw,iv,j 
i=o j=lJ 
- (w,‘, F/k, T), 
where wTc = [s,, Y(1+7+“‘+Td-1~v,e E e,(k), z$’ E c,(K), and E/k is unramified. 
Note that [a6 = G1, so 5, $ k, and e,(k) = (- 1). Hence B’ N (f I, F/k. T), 
Because ek,oa = 2+l/e = 2l+” = 0 (mod 2), it follows that 2 I[k : QJ, 
iVk.o,(- 1) = 1, and the order of the norm residue symbol (- 1, F/k) = 
(Nklo,(- l), F/Q2) = (1, F/Q2) is equal to 1. Thus we have B N B’ N k, as 
required. 
Suppose next y = 0 in (2.13), so #I = (e)f”@. We may assume 
1 < x < 2n-2. Write x = 2V, 0 < K < 71 - 2, (2, t) = 1. By the relation 
[4, (l.ll)] we have 
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where I = 5” - 1, and S is defined by (3.5). Since I (resp. S) is exactly 
divisible by 2K+3 (resp. 2n-2-h), it follows easily from (3.6) that 
(i) if K < A, then 2~+s 1 b; (3.7) 
(ii) if K > A, then 2A+2 1 b. (3.8) 
If K < A, we let X be an integer satisfying IX = b (mod 2n). (By (3.7), such 
an integer X does exist.) Set w, = [$,v7. Then it is easily verified that 
v&T = UP, 7 and so by (3.1) we have 
e-lf'-1 
B N B’ = c c EFw;vJ 
&Cl j-0 
= We, F/k, T) @I, (v$, Elk 4) 
- he, F/k 4, wTe E c,(k). (3.9) 
Since B(L’/k) = (PA) x (.$““F), x = 2~) K < A, it follows that Es(k) = 
(&W+P). The inertia group T” of the extension k/Q2 is the factor group 
(((0 x CL)) . W’/WW’I4, w ose h complete set of representatives are 
BV(0 < i < 2A - 1; j = 0, 1). Denote by k. the subfield of k over Qr cor- 
responding to T” in the sense of Galois theory, i.e., k, is the inertia field in 
k/Q2 . Then 
because for each z(i = 0, I,..., 2A - I), we have 
5 oi+‘ei p+2 = gypsi z 1. 
Therefore, Nk,02(JzK+a) = 1 and h ence the order of the norm residue symbol 
(w,*, F/k) = (Nwo,(w~~),F/Q~) = (1, F/Q,) is equal to 1, (~76 E (52~+~)). Thus, 
by (3.9) we have B N B’ N k, as requested. 
If K 2 A, we let X’ be an integer satisfying (5ra - 1)X’ 3 --b (mod 2”). 
(By (3.8), such an integer exists.) Set w, = I$&+ . Then it follows from 
(3.2) that 
a 
v,w* = g= %*v, = gvvmv, = w*v, , 
whence by (3.1) we have 
elf-1 
B-B’= c c E.Fet,*w,i 
i&l j&l 
= he, F/k, 7) O,c (d, E/k, 4) 
- (v,e, F/k, 4, 
ye E c,(k), 4’= {zcl+++‘**+++‘) $’ E e,(k). 
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Since K .> A, we have c,(k) = (&A+&. The notation being as in the case 
K < A, we have 
Hence Nk,00(52~+4 = 1, and so NkloJw,e) = 1. Thus, B N B’ N k, as 
required. 
(II) The case T’ E T = (~82”), (0 < Y < n - 3). Set 7 = &“. Then 
e = eLsllc = 2n-2-v, 7e = 1. Since [a7 = {11, and v,v,~v;~ = vre, it follows 
from (2.20), (2.17), and (2.18) that 
elf-1 
B N B’ = (8’, L’/k) = c c E . Fv,“v,~, 
i=o v=o 
(3.11) 
“,WQ = +*v, , qe = (-I)“, 
where b, c are certain integers. By the relation [4, (1.1 l)] we conclude that 
1 = ((-l)")"-l = (~-Jl+T+..*+T~-~ = c;-gJ, 
J = 1 + (-52’) + *** + (-52”),-1 = (1 - 5an-‘)/(l + 5s”). 
J is exactly divisible by 2+1, SO 2 / b. Let X be an integer satisfying 
(1 + 5’“)X = b (mod 2”). Put w6 = i&w+ . Then 
v,w, = 5;~-5’v~+bv& = [,x,v*v, = w&l, . 
It follows from (3.11) that 
elf-1 
B’= c c E.Fv,iwm” 
i=o v-o 
= he, F/k, 4 Ok (d’, E/k, 9) - (C-l)“, F/k, 4, 
(4 E c(k), E/k is unramified). Note that N,,op(-1) = 1, because eK,o = 
2l+“. Thus, ((-l)“, F/k) = (Nrcio,((- l)o), F/Q3 = 1 E c3(F/Q2), ‘and 
B-B’ N k. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. INVARIANT OF A CYCLOTOMIC ALGEBRA, II 
We still keep the notation of Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let B = (8, L/k) = C, Lu, be a cyciotomic algebra over k 
o?efined by (2.2), (2.3), and suck tkat /3(u, T) E (cam> for any u, T E g(L/k). Let T 
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denote the inertia group of L/k. Let r] be. a Frobenius automorphism of L/k. 
Suppose that T = (PA) x (L), (0 < X < n - 2). If X < n - 2, i.e., if 
(PA) # 1, then we suppose that r) = ff”, (f” = fkloa). (0, I, 4 are &fined by 
(2.5), (2.6).) Set 7 = e”^, and let 
Then the number 
b = (2~ + (5eA - l&)/2” 
is an integer. The invariant of B = (/l, L/k) is equal to 
(4.2) 
inv,(B) = b/2 (mod 1) 
except the case 2 r [k : Q& /3(c, c) = - 1, fm which 
inv,(B) = (b + 1)/2 (mod 1). 
(If T = (L), then b E x’ (mod 2).) 
Remark. Write 77 = ~f~&Y (0 < x < 2+2; y = 0, 1) as in (2.12). Note 
that for any element r of T, VT is also a Frobenius automorphism of L/k. 
So we may assume r] = P”&, because L E T. If x # 0, we write x = 2”t, 
0 < K < n - 2, (2, t) = 1. If K 2 A, then ff’ = q(B$)” E S(L/k), where 
d = -2+V, so we may assume 7 = 5“‘. In particular, if k/Q2 is unramified, 
i.e., if h = 0, this is always the case. If h = n - 2, i.e., if T = (c), then 
there is no x in (4.1), and b = x’ (mod 2) by Lemma 2.3. When (e”“) # 1 
and 77 = [f”Sz # p”, the computation of invariant is much more complicated. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Put r = PA, (0 < h < ?z- 2). Notation being 
the same as in Section 2, we have e = eLlk = eL’lk , 
g(L’lk) = CT> x (6) x W. 
Suppose first that T # 1, i.e., X # n - 2. Then e = 2n--h-1. Our assump- 
tion in the theorem implies that + = (c)f’, so I$,, = t2*. By (2.17)-(2.20) 
we have 
B = &L/k) N B’ = (/?‘,L’/k) 
e/2-1 1 f'-1 
= c c c Llv~v~v*", (4.3) 
i-o 60 v==o 
“&I = 5;nv* 9 V,V& = 5;b*v, , qv, = f&V‘ , (4.4) 
vs/2 _ 0 
+ -&A+*, v‘"=B(bd = ItI, vi' E ~z(L), (4.5) 
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where z, z’ are given by (4.1), and z”, c are certain integers (determined by /I). 
From the relation [4, (1 .I l)] we conclude that 
r;-f", = ([;A+z)L-l = (5;~)l+i+...+r~'~-~ = gs, (4.6) 
1 = ([,eA+z)6-1 = (~;-Jl+T+...+r- = l-g”, (4.7) 
s = (P - l)/(P - 1). 
Since S is exactly divisible by 2n-2-A, it follows from (4.6) and (4.7) that 
2 1 Z”, 2A+a 1 z. (4.8) 
By the relation [4, (1.12)] and (4.4) we have 
(5,zn>'-l(52;')7-1(5~:)~-l = ~--$-&1~" = ,, 
whence 
22 + (52” - 1)s’ = 0 (mod 29, (4.9) 
and thus the number b in (4.2) is an integer. Let X, Y be integers satisfying 
(52” - 1)X G --z (mod 2”), 2Y = z” (mod 29. (4.10) 
(By (4.8), such integers exist.) Set 
w, = &, 9 w, = 5$* * (4.11) 
It follows from (4.4) and (4.10) that 
v,w, = 7.&v, = ~l;y+z”v,v, = W/v< , (4.12) 
w*w, = gy-zv,v* = IQ” 
2 
xv7v* = w7w* . (4.13) 
Let K (resp. F’) be the subfield of L’ over k corresponding to (T) (resp. 
(L) x (4)) in the sense of Galois theory. Then L’ = K * F’, K IT F’ = k, 
B(K/k) N(C) X (d), S(F’/k) N (T). By (4.3), (4.12), and (4.13) we have 
s/2-1 1 f-l 
B-B’= c 1 C KmF’w>v,iw,v 
i=o ho “SO 
N (w:‘~, F’/k, 7) On (B’ I ((6) x W), K/k), 
e/2 = W, 5 Y(1+7+...+T~'l-l)vJ/2E # = {&,). 2" 
(4.14) 
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(Because 9(L’/k) 3 L, {4c = [;l, it follows that E,(K) = {fl).) Obviously, 
(l,F’/K, T) -K. If 2 j[k :Qa], then (-l,F’/k) = (N,,oB(-l),F’/Qs) = 
1 E g(F’/Qa), and SO (- 1, F’/K, T) N k. If 2 { [A : QJ, then k/Qs is unramified 
and hence S(L’/K) = (0) x (L) x (+), (A = 0, 7 = 0). In this case F’ = 
k . k, , k,, = Q2(t2” + (,;i), k n R, = Q2 , (8) N S(F’/K) N 29(k,,/Q2). Hence 
we have 
(-LF’lk, 0) = l-1, WQe ,e) Oo,k. 
But it is well known that (- 1, k,,/Qz , 0) N Qs , whence (-1, F/k, 0) N k. 
(For instance, we can explain this fact as follows: Set p = (-1, Q&&)/Qa) E 
gtQ2(524/Q2). Then k. is exactly the fixed field of (p), whence (- 1, k,,/Q,) = 
p / k, = 1.) Thus, in any case we have (5 1, F/k, 7) - k, and, consequently, 
by (4.14), (4.1 l), and (4.4) 
B - B’ - (P’ I ((4 x Cd>), K/k) 
1 f’-l 
(4.15) 
Now, by (4.10) and (4.9) we have 
(52A - 1)(-2X + z’) E 22 + (52” - 1)x’ = 0 (mod 2”). (4.17) 
Hence -2X + Z’ f 0 (mod 2”~2-A). Write 
-2x + 2’ zz.Y Sp-2-A , 52” _ 1 = d2W , (2,d) = 1. (4.18) 
Then, 
&?’ = 5;2+n E E2(K), (g”-” = [2A+z), 
(4.19) 
“t% = 5&P& . 
It follows from (4.8), (4.10), and (4.18) that 
dx = -42”+2 + 2fl-2-$ 
for some integer CL. So, by (4.18) and (4.2) we have 
ds = (-2dX + dz’)/2”-2-A 
= 22/2” - 2~ + (52A - l)x’/2* 5 b (mod 2), 
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whence 
s = u!s = b (mod 2). (4.20) 
Thus, under the assumption h # n - 2, 7 = [f’ (i.e., (e”“) # 1, G1 = &,), 
we have obtained (4.15), (4.19), and (4.20). But if h = II - 2 (i.e., T = (L)), 
then it follows from (2.20) that (4.15), (4.19), and (4.20) hold for any Frobenius 
automorphism 7 ofL/K. (In this case, K = L’, B(L’/k) = (L) x (q3), 7 = (b 1 L, 
X = 0, w, = w,+ , s = z’ by (4.1), z’ = b (mod 2) by the previous remark.) 
So, in order to prove the theorem we have only to compute the invariant of 
the cyclotomic algebra in (4.15) with the relations (4.19), (4.20), where 
h = 0, l,...) 72 - 2. 
Set 
Then it follows from (4.19) that 
v,y, = (1 + ,,i+,8 S;A+ew*v‘ = Y&4 * (4.21) 
Let E (resp. F) denote the fixed field of (L) (resp. (4)) in K/k. Then K = E *F, 
S(E/k) II (+), ‘S(F/k) N (6). By (4.15), (4.21), and (4.11) we have 
= @,“, F/k> 6) On Cd’, E/k, +), 
Yi’ = ((1 + 52A+e)S5;wdf’ 
(4.22) 
Let V, (resp. V,,) denote the normalized discrete valuation of k (resp. L’), 
i.e., VJn) = V,,(n) = 1, where ?r (resp. I7) is a prime element of k (resp. L’). 
Because 
6” 
1 + &A+2 (i = 0, I,...$ - 1) 
is a prime element of Q2(&+p), and the ramification index of L’/Qs({g+*) 
(resp. L’/k) equals 2n-A-z (resp. 2n-A-l), we conclude from (4.23) that 
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and so 
li;c(yf’) = f ‘4. (4.24) 
Because E/k is unramified of degree f’, it follows from the definition of 
Hasse invariant and from (4.24) and (4.20) that 
inv,((yg’, E/k, 4)) = V&$)/f’ = s/2 = b/2 (mod 1). (4.25) 
Next we consider the cyclic algebra (w,2, F/k, I), (w: = /3(~, L) = &l), 
in (4.22), whose index is equal to the order of the norm residue symbol 
(&LF/k) = (~k,~2(fl),F/Q2). If 2 IP :Q& then Nk&kl) = 1, and 
hence (a:, F/k, I) N k. If 2 f [k : QJ, then it is easy to see that k/Q2 is un- 
ramified, F = k(<,), and Nk.o,(-I) = -1. But there is no element S E F 
such that A&(S) = - 1, b ecause there is no element 6’ E Qa(&) 3 k([,) = F 
such that Noa(t)jOZ(8’) = -1. Hence the order of the norm residue symbol 
(-1, F/Qr) equals 2. Thus 
invd@,2,F/k, 4 = ]i,’ if 2 f P: Qil, BG, 4 = -A otherwise. 
(4.26) 
The theorem readily follows from (4.22), (4.25), and (4.26). 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let h be the least nonnegative integer such that k is contained in a 
cyclotomic field Qa(&, , tab,) for some integer b. In the previous paper [6] 
we called h the height of k. It is obvious that either h = 0 or h > 2, and that 
h = 0 if and only if k/Q2 is unramified. In [6] we proved the following facts. 
(For the proof, see [6, Lemmas 1, 2, and 31.) 
LEMMA 5.1. Set M = Q&n). Then M = Q,(S,h , &f-J, wheref = fMjo, . 
M is the minimal cyclotomic$eld containing k, i.e., any cyclotomicfieldQr([) 1 k 
contains M. If h > 2 and E denotes the maximal unramified extension of k in M, 
then M = E(&). If k(&)/k is unramified, then M = E(&) = E, i.e., M/k is 
unrami$ed. If k(?Jk is ramified, then M/E is also ramified, and M = E . k(t4), 
E n k(&) = k. 
LEMMA 5.2. Keeping the notation of Lemma 5.1, suppose that h # 0 and 
k(&)/k is ramsj?ed. Then h > 3. Let (w) = S(M/E), (w” = l), and t!$ = 5th 
for some integer z. Then either x = -1 (mod 2h) or z E -1 + 2h-1 (mod 29. 
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Now let 
L = Q&12n , 1;A 2 e % 7 =2Q- 1, (5.1) 
be a cyclotomic field containing k, where n, a are some integers. Then 
L r> M, so h < n. The inertia group T, of L/Q2 is 
T,, = (0) x CL>, (F2 = ‘2 = 1, (5.2) 
where B and L are defined by (2.5). Let T C T0 denote the inertia group of L/k. 
LEMMA 5.3. The notation being the same as in the previous lemmas, there 
are four possibilities: 
(I) If h = 0, then T = (6) x (6’). 
(II) If k([J/k is ramified and h 3 3, z = -1 (mod 2h), then 
T = (L) x (eZ”-“). 
(III) If k([,)/k is ramified and h > 3, z = --I + 2h-1 (mod 2&), then 
T = (,#‘-s). 
(IV) If k(&)/k is unrumified, then T = (@“). 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 that there are only four possibil- 
ities mentioned above. According to Section 2, T must be one of the following: 
(i) (e”“) x (L), (ii) (e2’), (iii) (@‘), where 0 < X < n - 2, 0 < v < n - 3. 
The assertion (I) is obvious. Suppose that h > 2. The inertia group of 
k(&)/k is canonically isomorphic to T. S(L/k(&))/9?(L/k(&)) (cf. [2, I, 
Section 7, Proposition 221). Note that e2”([,) = 5,) L(&) = @“(&) = 5~~. 
Hence, k([,)/k is unramified, if and only if T = (@) for some h. In this case, 
by Lemma 5.1 we have eMlk = 1. Because eMIo, = 2h-1, eLIo, = 2*-l, it 
follows that eLik = 2n-h, and hence ;\ = h - 2, establishing (IV). On the 
other hand, if k({,)/k is ramified, i.e., if either T = (lS$ x (L) or T = (&‘), 
then we have eMik = 2, eLlk = 2 . 2*wh, and hence either T = (L) x (eZ”-“) 
or T = (&“). We note that &(&A) = I$, e2A-a(c2A) = &A, Le2A-"(~2A) = $, 
Z’ = -52”-3 z -1 + 2h-1 (mod 29. From this the assertions (II) and (III) 
follow immediately. 
We notice that in the case (I) (resp. (II)), T is not cyclic whenever n 2 3 
(resp. n > h). Hence Lemma 5.3 implies that the inertia group of Q&)/k 
is cyclic for any cyclotomic field Q2(JJ containing k, if and only if either the 
case (III) or the case (IV) holds for k. Suppose that this is the case. Let L be 
a cyclotomic field containing k given by (5.1) for some integers n and a, and 
let B = (8, L/k) be a cyclotomic algebra over k. Then Theorem 3.1 yields 
that B N k. Since B is an arbitrary cyclotomic algebra over k, we conclude 
that 5’(k) = 1, establishing the second assertion in the main theorem. 
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We have especially proved the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If  k({,)/k is unramifed (in particular, if k 3 IQ, then 
S(k) = 1. 
Now, let k be any cyclotomic extension of Q2 , and let B be a cyclotomic 
algebra over k. Then B OS k([,) is a cyclotomic algebra over k([,). But, 
Proposition 5.4 implies that S(k({,)) = 1, and consequently, B Ok k(&) N 
k(Q. So, k([,) is a splitting field of any cyclotomic algebra B over k, whence 
the index of B is at most 2. Thus, we have proved again that the order of 
S(k) is either 1 or 2. 
In order to prove the first assertion in the main theorem, we have only to 
construct a cyclotomic algebra over k with invariant +. This has been already 
done in [6]. Here we sketch its construction. (For the details, see [6, Section 31) 
Suppose that in the notation of Lemma 5.3, either the case (I) or (II) holds 
for k, i.e., either h = 0, or h 3 3, z = -1 (mod 29. Put I = 2 for h = 0 
and 2 = h for the case (II). Let L be the unramified extension of the field 
k(&) of degree 2. Then we haveL = Qa(&t , [af,-r), f’ = fLIo, , and eLlle = 2. 
It turns out that there is a Frobenius automorphism r) of L/k of order f  = fLilc , 
whence we conclude that S(L/k) = (4) x (q), G = 7f = 1, [i, = &?. Let 
& = {“,c for some integer t, (2, t) = 1. We may assume 3 < t < 2z + 1. 
Write t = 1 + 2am, (2, m) = 1, a < 1. It can be shown that tf - 1 is 
divisible by 2l+lrn. Put y  = (tf - 1)/2 l+lrn. We will show that the following 
cyclotomic algebra B over k has invariant $: 
1 f-l 
B = (&L/k) = C 1 Lu,iu:, 
i=o j=o 
UP, = 52”%lu, 9 u,2 = 1, uf- I) - 52;v2”-0, (5.3) 
u,iu,jx = d7f(x) * u,(u,i (x EL), 
(u,iu,j)(uf’u;) = fl(‘d7i, f7f) uii+i’Iq+i’I,, 
0 < i, i’ < 1, 0 <.i, /<f-l, 
where for a natural number n and an integer c, ( c /12 denotes the integers such 
that s = c (mod n), 0 < s < n - 1. Referring [4, Section 11, we can easily 
check that B is actually a cyclotomic algebra over k. 
Now, by (5.4), we have 
B(L, 7)/,B(7,4 = v,ux = 521 7 #6(L, 6) = 24: = 1. 
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Then Theorem 4.1 yields that 
inv,(B) = + (mod 1). 
This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
Remark. Recall that in (5.3), f = fLlk is divisible by 2. Indeed, it can be 
proved that if the residue class degree of Q.J[)/k is odd, then any cyclotomic 
algebra of the form (/I, Q,([)/k) is similar to k, except the case c E Y(Q,([)/k), 
/I(&, c) = -1, 2 7 [k : QJ. 
Finally we mention that the Schur subgroup S(K) of an arbitrary finite 
extension K of Qa is readily determined from the main theorem (cf. [6, 
Theorem 31). 
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